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Overview 
• This is a planetary scientist’s perspective on CubeSats 

• It may be obvious to CubeSat experts thinking about planetary science 
• Recent interest in planetary small satellites 

• INSPIRE, MarCO, 13 to fly on EM-1, many concept studies 
• But how many of these ideas are “CubeSats”? 

• Not all nanosatellites (1-10 kg spacecraft) are CubeSats 
• What are the defining characteristics of a CubeSat? 

• More than the 10 cm x 10 cm x 10 cm x N form factor 
• How do these characteristics depend on each other? 
• What does a “CubeSat” approach to planetary science involve? 



Traditional planetary science missions 
• Many characteristics driven by infrequent flight opportunities 

• Only one mission to Mercury, Venus, Saturn or Pluto in one’s career 
• Or none at all to Uranus or Neptune 

• Highly optimized hardware and instruments 
• If you only have one opportunity, get everything out of it you can 

• Very low tolerance for risks 
• If you only have one opportunity, do not loose it 

• Very high public profile 
• If you make a mistake, everyone will know it 
• Space agencies do care about their reputation 

• Schedule constrained by launch windows 
• Significant requirements (margin, reviews, etc.) to stay on schedule 

• Very high cost, due to all of the above 



CubeSat Properties 
• Original CubeSat standard 

• 10 cm x 10 cm x 10 cm x N form factor, N ∈ {1,2,3,6} 
• Also many other “cause no harm” requirements 

• Off until after deployment, less than 100 W-hrs. of chemical energy storage, etc. 

• Use of standard deployment system 
• Standard interface to launch vehicle 

• No interaction with primary payload 
• Unrelated mission objectives 

• Very low cost 
• Acceptance of (relatively) high risk of failure 
• Short development cycle 
• Frequent launch opportunities 
• Use of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) parts 

 
 



Standard interface to launch vehicle 
• What does a standard interface to the launch vehicle do? 
• No cost of developing custom interface 

• No convincing the launch vehicle/primary payload it’s safe every time 
• More frequent launch opportunities 

• Opportunities to fly on multiple launch vehicles 
• CubeSats may be accepted as a standard part of each launch 

• Flexibility in CubeSat development and delivery schedule 
• Launch vehicle does not care what is inside the deployer 
• Increases launch opportunities 

• Standard form factor, etc. also enable truly COTS parts 
• Without standards, commercial parts would need some customization 
• Standards mean a larger market for COTS parts 



Frequent launch opportunities 
• Higher risk of failure is acceptable 

• Re-flight is an option so fly-fail-fix-fly is acceptable 
• For NASA, potential re-flight is a qualification for accepting higher risk 

• COTS parts are more attractive 
• Unique opportunities promote a tendency to do as much as possible 
• COTS parts are by definition not optimized for a given spacecraft 
• If future flights are available, high levels of optimization are unnecessary 

• Short development cycle 
• “The next mission” is on the horizon, thinking of a “cycle” makes sense 

• All these things lower cost 
 

 
 



This creates a feedback loop 

• The CubeSat standards got nanosatellites into that loop 
• But the success of CubeSats is not due to the standards alone 
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How does this apply to planetary spacecraft? 
• For planetary missions, the feedback can go the other way 

• Few opportunities leads to low acceptance of risk 
• This produces expensive risk-reduction processes 
• Also drives the use into use of custom rather than COTS parts 
• This drives up mission costs 
• Which results in fewer opportunities, each mission is a uniquely valuable 
• Etc. 

• Three types of planetary nanosatellites 
• CubeSats: Get into the frequent opportunity-low cost-risk acceptant loop 
• “Class A/B” nanosatellites: SmallSat advantages; current, planetary standards 
• Subspacecraft: ”Class A/B” nanosat but also an integral part of larger mission 



“Class A/B” Nanosatellites 

• Planetary launch opportunities are rare (mostly) 
• Independent propulsion and navigation to target is an alternative 

• Many concepts involve interactions with larger mission 
• Telecommunications relay by larger spacecraft 
• Support during cruise if hitching a ride (thermal? battery charge?) 
• Primary mission may require development by its own standards 

• Some requirements may force non-CubeSat approaches 
• Radiation or mission life may preclude COTS parts 
• Hitching a ride may require a nonstandard deployment system 

• Some benefits of nanosatellites do not require CubeSats approach 
• Multipoint measurements 
• Trajectories or observing positions unfavorable for a large mission 

• This would be high cost and therefore opportunities remain rare 
• These are sometimes called “CubeSats” but arguably are not really 

 



Sub-spacecraft 

• Long history of sub-spacecraft as part of planetary missions 
• Philae (Rosetta), Huygens (Cassini), Sojourner (Mars Pathfinder), Galileo 

Probe (Galileo), PFS-1 and -2 (Apollo 15 and 16) 
• Most were much larger than a nanosatellite (Sojourner, smallest at 11.5 kg) 

• Usually tied to primary mission science goals 
• Have to match primary mission risk posture & development process 
• In some cases, could be regarded as part of primary mission 

• A free-flying instrument, selected/developed w/ rest of the primary payload 
• While valuable, these also are not really “CubeSats” 

• Also nothing radically new or a different approach to planetary missions 
 

 



Advantages of planetary CubeSats 
• Major planetary missions are becoming more and more focused 

• E.g. Europa Clipper all about habitability and oceans 
• Instruments (or nanosatellites) selected based on relevance to focus 
• There are many important goals which do not fit in current missions 

• Limited number of major missions means a limited number of focused goals 
• CubeSat approach offers an opportunity for small, focused objectives 

• The high cost and low risk approach is inefficient 
• CubeSats have >60% success rate 
• “Class A/B” missions have a ~90% success rate (9.5:11 for Discovery) 
• For similar science requirements, CubeSats cost <½ as much 
• For a program, not a single mission, this is inefficient 

• For CubeSat-style missions, 20 attempts implies over 12 successes 
• For a Class A/B approach, with the same budget, 10 attempts and ~6 successes 

• High cost/low risk minimizes failures, not maximizes successes 



CubeSat Interface with primary missions 
• Not an issue for CubeSats independent of primary mission 

• Independent telecomm. makes inefficient use of DSN antenna time 
• Independent propulsion works, but navigation costs do not scale with size 
• Some support from a primary mission may be desirable 

• Interface with primary mission needs to be highly standardized 
• Renegotiation of interface and redevelopment on every flight not viable 
• This is what works for CubeSats on Earth orbits 

• Transportation to a planetary destination 
• Standard deployment on the primary spacecraft rather than launch vehicle 
• But more in-flight services may be required (thermal, battery charge, etc.) 

• Telecommunications relay also needs to be standardized 
• Should be as invisible as possible to the primary spacecraft 
• This is not as easy for orbiting CubeSats as Mars landers 



Launch windows and schedule 
• Launch windows for planetary missions are infrequent 
• Missing a window is a major concern for current missions 
• Significant resources go into assuring missions stay on schedule 

• Margin, budget reserves, reviews, etc. 
• This can be avoided with a CubeSat approach 
• If the interfaces to a primary mission are truly generic, then 

• Develop more CubeSats than can be launched at the current window 
• Down select for after delivery 
• CubeSats delivered late automatically get bumped to the next window 
• No schedule risk to primary mission 

• Planetary CubeSats would have to be low cost and 
decoupled from primary mission’s science goals 



Frequency planetary flight opportunities 
• Are frequent planetary flight opportunities realistic? 
• Some targets are offer more frequent opportunities than others 
• No frequent opportunities for secondary payloads to Pluto 
• 12 successful missions to Mars in the last 20 years 

• Pathfinder, MGS, Odyssey, MRO, Spirit, Opportunity, Phoenix, Curiosity, MAVEN, 
MOM, Trace Gas Orbiter, Mars Express 

• Three with secondary spacecraft or sub-spacecraft (one successful) 
• Require 24U of CubeSats delivered to Mars on each mission? 

• Under 5% “tax” on future missions’ mass budget 
• Telecommunications relay (Electra) already required on NASA missions 
• Is averaging 14.4U per year to Mars “frequent” enough? 



Conclusions 
• CubeSats technically defined by form factor and other requirements 

• Enables generic interface with launch vehicle and cheap/frequent launches 
• Success of CubeSats based more on resulting characteristics 

• Cheap/frequent launches enable low cost, risk acceptance, COTS parts, etc. 
• Planetary nanosatellite may lacks those characteristics 

• Class A/B nanosatellites and sub-spacecraft are valuable 
• Class A/B nanosatellites and sub-spacecraft lack CubeSat-like benefits 

• Low cost, frequent flight opportunities, maximizing success through risk acceptance 

• For planetary CubeSats to have same impact they did on Earth orbit 
• Independence from primary mission or highly standard interface 
• Relatively high flight rates are necessary (24U per Mars launch window?) 
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